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Abstract: Adaptive forest management requires planning and implementation of activities designed
to maintain or improve forest conditions, and in support of these endeavors knowledge of silviculture,
economics, operations research, and other allied fields are necessary. With regard to forest planning,
traditional (exact) mathematical techniques along with heuristics have been demonstrated as useful
in developing alternative courses of action for forest managers to consider. In this discussion
paper, we present six areas of future work with regard to investigations into the development of
heuristics, along with several recommendations that are based on our experiences. These areas include
process improvements, reversion strategies, destruction and reconstruction strategies, intelligent
or dynamic parameterization approaches, intelligent termination or transitioning approaches, and
seeding strategies. We chose the six areas based on our experiences in developing forest planning
heuristics. These areas reflect our opinion of where future research might concentrate. All of these
areas of work have the potential to enhance the capabilities and effectiveness of heuristic approaches
when applied to adaptive forest management problems.
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1. Introduction

In general, the concept of adaptive forest management allows forest managers and landowners
to adjust their approaches to the management of forest resources through information obtained via
monitoring programs (system reactions) regarding the capacity of a forest to react to activities and
events [1,2]. Adaptive forest management processes can therefore be developed to address uncertainties
facing the management of forests and associated natural resources, and to evaluate trade-offs among
competing management strategies [3]. Strategies, as portrayed through forest plans, can be updated
with various mathematical approaches at a frequency of one year or so to address learnings and to
adapt to uncertain situations. This is the standard operating procedure for many companies in North
America and elsewhere, but may represent a process change for public agencies that have a planning
cycle of five or ten (or longer) years between the development of plans. Many very interesting problems
in modern conservation of landscapes and adaptive forest management can be difficult to represent
as linear integer programming problems due either to the spatial nature of the issue or to complex
evaluation processes that link proposed activities to measureable outcomes, which we refer to as
functional relationships. Some examples of spatial problems addressed today include the management
green-up and adjacency issues surrounding the planning of final harvests, the development and
maintenance of interior forest conservation areas, and the location and maintenance of habitat corridors.
The latter two of these can be modeled as a shifting mosaic of connected older forests [4], while the
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former can be modeled as a shifting mosaic of early seral stage forests. These problems are inherently
nonlinear, yet can be represented mathematically with integer programming relationships in either
approximate or exact methods; however, their solution may require heuristic techniques. When
functional relationships representing the manner in which landscape outcomes respond to proposed
management activities are complex, we may be incapable of describing them in the linear equation
form necessary of exact methods. However, in some cases functional relationships between proposed
activities and measureable outcomes can be simplified to ensure that we can describe them in the
equation form necessary of exact methods. Perhaps some of these problems may be reformulated,
as quadric or second order cone problems (SOCM) [5], that relax or partition some constraints and
allow optimality to be achieved. We believe additional work can be conducted to determine differences
between solving these reformulated problems optimally when compared to results from heuristics
with unknown solution quality. In general, we believe that heuristic methods facilitate the ability to
more closely represent a complex problem, as complex logic can be accommodated (e.g., [6,7]). Yet this
trade-off requires consideration on the part of the planner and manager, since a decision must be
made: solve the incorrect problem optimally, or solve the correct problem sub optimally. We therefore
believe that heuristics are of value in solving forest management problems due to their flexibility for
addressing large, often nonlinear and integer problems. However, they do require additional energy
to design and to identify the appropriate operating parameters.

There are two general forms of heuristic methods: s-metaheuristics and p-metaheuristics. When
only one solution (forest plan) is being developed mathematically, and transformed by way of various
stochastic or deterministic processes, the process is classified as an s-metaheuristic [8], point-based,
or trajectory-based [9] method. When more than one solution is being transformed by various processes,
evolutionary in nature or otherwise, the process is classified as a p-metaheuristic, or population-based
method. One can imagine that a process can involve either or both of these for the development of
a forest plan. In either case, appropriately designed heuristics have the ability to represent complex
functional relationships between human and natural activities and the outcomes of desire to society
(economic, ecological, and social). This characteristic is not unique to heuristic methods, as some
traditional mathematical methods may also be conditioned to address difficult problems.

Our experiences over the last 30 years have been rewarding, yet have challenged our analytical
and professional skills. We have encountered biases against and misunderstandings of our work
through the peer-review process, yet we persevered because advances, however small, may still
be of value to society. We continue to believe that any problem that can be quantifiably described,
even through extremely complex procedures (see [7]), can be addressed using a heuristic. A heuristic
exploration for a solution, whether it leads to a provable optimal solution or not, allows a forest planner
to explore a range of solutions to complex problems. Additionally, the development of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) databases facilitates the collection and maintenance of fine-scale data.
Recent LiDAR developments may now allow one to obtain tree-level resolution of forest data, and
promote the ability to automatically create stand maps. However, the size of the problems to be solved
may increase with the ability to develop dynamic groups of trees, when previously we were limited to
predetermined stand units. The future planning environment (larger problems, nonlinear in nature)
may require a decision framework that allows for simulation of stochastic events, quickly solving
problems and displaying results in GIS, and allowing increased involvement of the decision maker in
formulating and accepting the final solution. A heuristic can therefore be viewed as a tool to support
the decision maker though the rapid creation and display of a number of solutions.

2. Recommendations

Potential areas of future work require someone interested in this area of research to be a prospector
in scientific endeavors, and be able to understand how heuristics and people behave when solving
problems. As with other fields, hypotheses and lines of inquiry can lead nowhere, and one would need
to understand that measures of success may be difficult to achieve. However, there seem to be open
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avenues of inquiry regarding the ability of heuristics to solve various problems. Further, the value of
a certain heuristic search process may vary depending on the status of the search (beginning, middle or
end). From our experiences in publishing work in this area over the last two decades, we suggest that
people new to the field be resilient enough to withstand criticism in the peer review process (e.g., for not
focusing their efforts on problems with a known optimal solution), and be open to the pursuit of new
ideas. Reviewers can be resistant to investigations into problems that otherwise are being addressed
through the development of other standard methods, for reasons beyond speculation here.

2.1. Process Improvements to s-Metaheuristics

As a heuristic process navigates through a solution space, assessing new combinations of
assignments for potential improvements to an objective function, the type of move or change can
be important. For example, prior research has shown that while basic 1-opt moves associated
with standard s-metaheuristics can lead to good quality solutions to forest planning problems,
greater improvements in solution quality can be obtained with 2-opt (Figure 1), 3-opt, or greater
moves [10–14]. Improvements in solution quality using 2-opt moves have been noted in other fields
as well, such as the mining [15] and airline [16] industries. The results of these works [10–14] form
concrete recommendations for s-metaheuristics; however, some investigation into the timing, during
the navigation through a solution space, to adopt these search methods (e.g., 2-opt change or 2-opt
exchange) still seems necessary. Exchange strategies swap the assignment of activities between n
management units (or roads, etc.) in one simultaneous effort. Change strategies simply change
the assignment of n management units or roads in one simultaneous effort. Evidence suggests that
for problems containing periodic wood flow constraints, schedules of activities can be rearranged
using 2-opt moves so that deviations in wood flow can be minimized, perhaps resulting in a modest
improvement in an objective function value [10].
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While n-opt change strategies can be employed without any other assistance, n-opt exchange
strategies need additional assistance to interject diversity into the assignment of activities of a solution.
The frequency and amount of these types of moves or changes should be further researched to
understand how they can be more effectively included in a process that is computationally demanding
when spatial constraints are involved. Thus, there is an opportunity to align these search strategies with
the structure of the problem, such as the density or sparseness of the problem. Another area of work
may involve the modification of stochastic methods typically employed away from uniform random
distributions which often drive the selection of random components, and toward skewed, or biased
randomization procedures. In these cases, the probability values employed to select candidate moves
within an s-metaheuristic can be intentionally biased based on a set of priorities defined a priori.
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Recent work [17] suggests that this could be a potential area of future research for those who employ
s-metaheuristics. Although biasing a search is not necessarily a new concept in the broader field of
operations research, adjustments to the stochastic selection criteria association with the allocation of
forest management activities have likely received little attention.

2.2. Search Reversion Strategies

Some forms of heuristic search are representative of Markov chains [18], where the probability
of the next state of a system (the next forest plan to be developed in the context of a search for the
global optimum) is a function only of the current state (current plan). This strict rule for categorizing
heuristic searches as Markov chains does seem to fail with heuristics that use deterministic rules.
Within tabu search, for example, the move made during one iteration of the search is the one that leads
to the best improvement (or least deterioration) in value over the current solution. Regardless, within
an s-metaheuristic, a single feasible solution is adjusted through the changes or exchanges of activities
among management units. Each change or exchange is viewed as an iteration of the search process.
These operations result in the current solution to the problem. If the current solution is feasible and of
greater quality than the best solution stored in memory, it simultaneously becomes both. However,
given the intricacies of heuristic search process, the quality of the current solution maintained during
the process will likely deviate from the best solution. With search reversion (Figure 2), after m iterations
have occurred, the search process stops, interrupting the so-called Markov chain, and the best solution
contained in the memory of the process replaces the current solution. The search process then begins
again from this point. Within the forestry literature, evidence suggests that for problems containing
periodic wood flow and harvest adjacency constraints, schedules of activities can be rearranged using
search reversion so that significant improvements in objective function values can be obtained [19].
This strategy has been shown to produce better tabu search and threshold accepting results, in nearly
every instance, than search strategies that lack a reversion process [19,20]. Therefore, these published
results provide a concrete recommendation for s-metaheuristics: utilization of a reversion strategy
seems necessary. However, an open area of research seems to involve investigation into the rate of
reversion during a heuristic search, as prior research [19,20] is somewhat inconsistent in this regard.
Further, an open area of research would also seem to involve investigation into whether the reversion
process should be employed with a systematic or random rate of occurrence.
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2.3. Search Destruction and Reconstruction Strategies

An open area of research for forest planning heuristics may involve the design of destruction
and reconstruction search strategies. In general, some of these processes can be considered repair
strategies [8]. One form of repair strategy was employed in the raindrop method designed to address
the green-up and adjacency problem in forestry [21,22]. However, other methods have been proposed
that may be of value in redirecting a heuristic search away from local optima and toward other
unexplored or more valuable areas of the solution space. Types of methods for destructing or
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ruining a solution during the operation of a heuristic include random, sequential or systematic,
or geographic, the latter of which may make more sense for landscape-level activity allocation problems.
For example, a process whereby a feasible solution would be disrupted with the removal of all choices
physically (geographically) within a search radius of a randomly located point was proposed [23].
The method seemed to work very well for the travelling salesman problem, and was recommended
as an all-purpose strategy for a heuristic search process. Reconstruction processes can be composed
of various random, greedy, or otherwise deterministic approaches that maintain feasibility. Random
selection of the pieces of a solution to de-schedule, then re-schedule using a greedy process was
recently demonstrated for a p-metaheuristic [24]. Although more likely of value to p-metaheuristics,
opposition-based metaheuristics that examine both a current solution and its theoretical opposite
may be useful in increasing the speed of convergence by improving coverage of a solution space [25].
In the case of s-metaheuristics, this may involve an interruption to the Markov chain, as in the case
of search reversion, and a transition to a solution that could be viewed as one that was destructed
and reconstructed (forming the opposite). The ejection chains described in [26] for traveling salesman
problems may also be of value to forestry s-metaheuristic search processes. While destruction and
reconstruction strategies have been incorporated into one forest planning heuristic [21], direct concrete
examples of the potential of these strategies to benefit s-metaheuristics such as tabu search and
simulated annealing are lacking at this time. Therefore, as we described in the opening sentence of this
section, we see this as an open area for future research endeavors.

2.4. Intelligent and Dynamic Parameterization of a Search Process

Prior to the initialization of a heuristic search process, parameters (rules) need to be defined.
Each heuristic requires from one to several parameters that influence how a search proceeds.
The effectiveness of some heuristics can be very sensitive to the parameter settings [27]. Often,
through systematic trials and subsequent statistical analyses that illustrate the potential quality of
outcomes, a satisfactory set of parameters is selected (i.e., the parameters are tuned) for the problem
to be solved [28]. Hopefully, the parameters are chosen appropriately, but as they are sensitive to the
problem size and type, results can vary from one problem to the next as conditions change. One of
the common assaults made toward heuristics is that the stated solution time should include the time
to parameterize the search strategy. Thus by allowing a heuristic to select the initial values of search
parameters, this concern might be mitigated. Therefore, a future area of research involves the dynamic
parameterization of a search process based on mathematical rules or features of the problems rather
than human interaction. Some work in this area has been attempted [29], through the selection of the
initial threshold level within threshold accepting (similar to the initial temperature within simulated
annealing). Results are preliminary and unpublished but indicate that high-quality results may be
obtained when basing heuristic parameters on characteristics of the problem being solved (number of
decision variables, objective function value of a random or pseudo-random solution, etc.).

Demonstrated in earlier published work [30], logical processes might also be devised to optimize
the parameter set. In essence, one would perform one type of optimization process in order to select
the parameters to employ, then use those parameters in a second optimization process to solve the
problem of interest. Time-varying strategies, those that modify the parameter set based on the amount
of progress (e.g., iteration number) made during the search, may also be useful in improving the
convergence toward an optimal solution [31]. Further, there likely is a need to adjust the parameters
in a self-adaptive nature during a search process to adequately conduct a search as the behavior
of the search changes. For example it was once suggested [6] that tabu search demonstrates three
distinct phases within a single search for the global optimum solution to a problem: hill climbing,
adjustment, and fine-tuning. Adaptive modifications to search parameters, based on knowledge gained
through monitoring the behavior of the search, may therefore be useful in efforts to locate high-quality
solutions [31] and capitalize on the behavior of the search. Perhaps there are investigations that could
be conducted to further determine whether dynamic parameterization, based on the elements of
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the problem structure, could be developed to promote the use of these techniques to solve forest
management problems. At present, we offer no concrete recommendation on how to improve the
search behavior of an s-metaheuristic as these areas of investigation need further attention.

2.5. Intelligent Termination or Integration Criteria for a Search Process

Often, the rule used when employing a heuristic to develop a forest plan is to let it operate
until some pre-defined event has passed. For example, when using tabu search, the process would
continue until the pre-defined number of iterations has passed. When using simulated annealing,
the search process would continue until the temperature cooled below some pre-defined assumed value.
When using threshold accepting, the search process would continue until the threshold contracted
below some pre-defined assumed value. These are arbitrary assumptions and often are defined in
a manner (like with the search parameters) using experience gained from early trials of the process.
In order to avoid wasting time, search processes may need to terminate earlier than planned. In fact,
a heuristic might be terminated when (a) it senses that it has become trapped in a local optima,
(b) little improvement in solution quality has been detected over a certain amount of processing time,
or (c) there is a high probability that the best solution it has located is near the global optimum [32].
In these cases, gains from additional search can be computationally expensive, and therefore an early
termination decision might take these conditions into account. Alternatively, a search process may
need to continue beyond the planned length (or time) when new information is periodically located
(new local optima found).

Along these lines, a method can be developed whereby a heuristic terminates after a maximum
number of iterations without substantial improvement in the objective function value [15]; although
substantial improvement would need to be defined. Similarly, assessments of solution quality can
be monitored, and the time required to obtain improvements can be estimated [33]. Various types
of convergence analyses can be examined, for example linear regression can be applied to the best
solution values (the independent variable) associated with the set of the last n iterations of a model
(the dependent variable) to determine whether a significant slope exists; if a slope exists in the data,
further improvements might be possible. In a forestry example, cubic splines were fitted to the
objective function values of the last n iterations of a model while the model was operating, and the first
derivative (i.e., slope) of the line was used to determine whether to terminate one type of heuristic and
initiate another [34]. Small, positive derivatives were indicative of slow and weak searches, while large
positive derivatives were indicative of fast and strong searches. A negative derivative indicated that
the search was not providing improvements. For this issue, further investigations may be necessary
to adapt a heuristic search to conditions observed, to more soundly recommend efficient methods
that will be appropriate for reacting to stalled searches or late opportunistic improvements in solution
quality. A complementary, potential area of work may be to exploit multiple processor capabilities of
some computer systems, enabling one computer to perform the search and another to simultaneously
analyze the results and provide feedback to better guide algorithm performance. Given the amount of
computer programming effort necessary to monitor these conditions, at this time we offer no concrete
recommendations for improving the search behavior of an s-metaheuristic. Intelligent stopping or
integration criteria both seem to need further attention before a sound recommendation can be made
to employ these over pre-defined termination criteria.

2.6. Seeding the Search with a High-Quality Solution

General acceptance of the notion that heuristic planning processes should initiate from a random
point in a solution space was formalized over three decades ago (e.g., [35,36]). This guidance has
been followed closely by researchers under the assumption that independently generated solutions
(forest plans) that used the same heuristic parameter set could be viewed as independent samples from
a large population of potential samples. Under this assumption, sample statistics can be employed to
describe measures of central tendency, variation, and shape of the distribution of samples (multiple
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runs of the model). These characteristics of the outcomes can then be used to infer aspects of quality
upon the process. However, in practice, the point of initiation of a heuristic has been questioned.
The fact that it could be comprised of a high-quality seed makes sense to some practitioners. Yet in
some cases developing a high-quality seed can be computationally cumbersome. Nevertheless, in
the quest to improve overall performance of a search strategy, one might initiate a search process
from a position at (or nearby) a local optima [37] or somewhere near the center point of the solution
space [38], however this is defined. Given a starting position of higher quality, seeding strategies
may result in shorter computational time requirements [39]. In one forestry example, the conversion
of a relaxed linear programming solution to a feasible mixed integer solution (where green-up and
adjacency constraints were not violated) was illustrated in 18 different ways [20]. When applied to
two different problems, no consensus was achieved for the selection of one of these conversion tactics,
and it further seemed that the selection of tactic would depend on the type of problem being solved.
Therefore, we offer no concrete recommendation at this time for improving an s-metaheuristic search
process using high-quality seeds. More investigation into this approach seems necessary before we
can firmly conclude that seeding a heuristic with a high-quality initial solution should be a required
component of a robust search process.

3. Discussion

When this general topic was presented at the IUFRO 125th Anniversary Congress in Freiburg,
Germany, we posed three final questions for the audience. First we asked, as a collection of
professionals pursuing this work, should we continue? This was a difficult question to ask of the
audience, some of whom were interested in mathematical programming approaches to adaptive forest
management problems. It was not posed by us as a white flag, indicating our failure to succeed in this
area, but more as a hypothetical question seeking broad, general direction. Some of the participants
of the conference positively responded to the question. In a general sense, it was concluded that
exploration into alternative means for solving complex problems should continue along many different
lines to potentially benefit society. In response to this, where would we go? was the second question
posed. Audience members suggested that one direction of future work might be to integrate heuristics
with machine learning and other artificial intelligence methods. Through the information gathered and
generated by these computational methods, assistance may be provided to a heuristic search process
through the dynamic tuning of parameters and through a reduction in the solution space searched [40].
Efforts along these lines may be of benefit to the suggestions we posed for future research in Section 2.4.
Finally, with respect to the collection of publishable works on the use of heuristics to address adaptive
forest management issues, we asked what is the benefit. In essence, we were asking whether heuristics
were necessary today for forest planning efforts. Discussion with the audience suggested that some
common forest management scheduling and allocation problems (harvest scheduling) can be addressed
successfully and efficiently with exact methods that are well known (linear programming, mixed
integer programming, goal programming) given advances in technology over the last two decades.
However, some problems cannot be formulated for exact methods. One may attempt to reduce the
complexity of a problem by limiting or combining the decision variables into cliques for example,
in order to make the problem tractable with an exact algorithm. Fewer decision variables likely leads
to fewer spatial relationships that need to be recognized, yet the level of detail recognized may not be
what a decision maker desires. These are difficult organizational compromises for the planner and
decision-maker alike. Similarly, one might reduce the complexity of the functional relationships within
a model. Converting a non-linear relationship between forest density and wildlife habitat to a linear
relationship is one example. In doing so, the functional relationships between activities and outcomes
are changed to allow them to be described within exact methods. These may involve the use of quadric
or SOCM methods we alluded to in the Introduction that relax or partition some constraints and allow
the problems to be solved optimally. However, these compromises may also not be what the planner
and decision-maker desire, as they may not be defendable.
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Ultimately, a successful heuristic search process that addresses adaptive forest management
problems would need to balance exploration and exploitation (diversification and intensification) in
search of the optimal solution. This type of algorithm may contain complex computer programming
code, and preclude the use of it by others. In our associations with consultants, managers, and planners
(public and private), we have found that most want a scheduling system that is easy to use with limited
technical assistance. In reality, the spectrum of capabilities among analysts varies considerably,
and each person’s impression of easy depends on that person’s background and training. Some
companies and organizations have had some success in developing customized harvest scheduling
software, yet aside from a few moderately successful examples, a purely heuristic software solution is
still elusive. Consultants, managers, and planners also need to be able to understand and interpret
the results provided by a heuristic. Given the stochastic nature of some search processes, the plans
developed may not necessarily be the same each time a model is operated, and this is a source of concern
to these people. We may be headed for an environment where (a) specialists operate the software and
provide the consultants, managers, and planners the results, and perhaps (b) the consultants, managers,
and planners operate the software with limited understanding of what it is doing. This seems similar
to the environment of the 1990s, when geographic information systems were the new software of
interest to forestry organizations. In those times, specialists were mainly designated to make the maps
requested by the land managers (and others), yet through advancements in the usability of software,
land managers became empowered to address their own needs. Perhaps, as in this case, the evolution
of our profession may allow the development of distributed systems, as was the case of geographic
information systems [41]. While it would naturally be beneficial to planning processes to be able
to assess as closely as possible policies (e.g., harvest adjacency) and environmental considerations,
the dynamic nature of analysis windows or timelines may both preclude the contracting of specialists
and limit the information used in making decisions [42]. Finally, finite windows of opportunity may
also be associated with forest certification processes (audits, recertification, etc.), which may preclude
the use or employment of methods that require extensive amounts of time to learn or develop.

4. Conclusions

Advances in computational methods that involve the use of metaheuristics for the development
of forest plans can still be made by motivated individuals (or groups) who can identify the untested
gaps in science and design tests that address important hypotheses. In this opinion paper, we have
offered two concrete recommendations (n-opt moves and search reversion) that can improve the
quality of results obtained through s-metaheuristics. We have also offered our opinion of several
areas of research (involving parameterization, termination criteria, seeding and others) that may offer
further improvements to s-metaheuristics if they can be reasonably deployed. As with other fields
of research (e.g., testing global positioning systems in forests), our area of research has evolved from
observational studies (here it is) to hypothesis-driven studies (this is why). However, we envision new
observational studies that illustrate major breakthroughs without having to test any hypothesis other
than this method may be better. These advances, yet to be discovered, are waiting for dedicated analysts.
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